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Question 1
Question Type: MultipleChoice

You have to review the following user story that will be developed and tested during the next

Sprint:

As a potential conference attendee, I want to be able to register for the conference online, so that

registration is simple and paperless.

The following acceptance criteria are also mentioned:

i) Payment can be made via PayPal, Debit or Credit Cards

ii) An acknowledgement email is sent to the attendee after submitting the form

iii) Protection against spam is working as expected

iv) Information from the form is stored in the registrations database

v) All incorrect user inputs are flagged by the system

Which of the following correctly shows which acceptance criteria are testable?



Options: 
A- ii, iv, v are testable

B- i, iii, v are testable

C- i, ii, iv are testable

D- iii, iv, v are testable

Answer: 
C

Question 2
Question Type: MultipleChoice

''As the leader of the marketing department, I want to have a content management system so that

my employees can edit and provide quality content to the readers''

Which of the following requirements engineering techniques would be the MOST effective for

identifying and prioritizing user stories for the given Epic?



Options: 
A- Storyboarding

B- Story mapping

C- Defining Personas

D- Class Diagrams

E- Use Cases

Answer: 
A, B

Question 3
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Whose perspective should be used when a user story is created?

Options: 



A- User acceptance tester

B- End user

C- Stakeholder paying for the project

D- Automated user software

Answer: 
B

Question 4
Question Type: MultipleChoice

As a tester on an Agile team you have been given the following user story to analyze

As a medical professional

I want to see the availability of operating rooms

So I can schedule surgeries as needed

You have talked with the product owner and she expressed some concern over the term "medical professional" You have looked into

this and found that doctors want to schedule their surgeries but the hospital administrator does not want them to have this ability At this

point what should you do to try to resolve this issue?



Options: 
A- Wait for the team to sort out the requirements and test something else in the meantime

B- Continue with testing from the perspective of a doctor and trust the procedures to be worked out later regarding who can do what

C- Work with the BA and the product owner to try to negotiate the differing approaches and come to an agreement

D- Expand the testing to cover all personas to ensure that everyone can use the application and let the process sort out later when

access is allowed to the application

Answer: 
C

Question 5
Question Type: MultipleChoice

You are developing a test automation suite for an agile project and want to include as much coverage as possible Unfortunately one of

the critical web services (e-commerce checkout) is not scheduled for completion until the later iterations Which of the following would be

a good option to allow you to progress with your end-to-end test automation without creating too much extra work?



Options: 
A- Write the missing web service yourself and then hand over that code to the developers for further refinement

B- Have the automation create a stub to replace the service for each execution and destroy the stub after execution is complete

C- Use a service virtualization tool to create a virtualized service to be used by the test automation

D- Use a service from a legacy product and integrate it with the system to allow use by the test automation

Answer: 
C

Question 6
Question Type: MultipleChoice

What is a virtualized service?

Options: 
A- A stateless mock service that provides simple responses to requests

B- A software service that is developed by another organization, but used in the production software as an integral part of a software



product.

C- A stateful mock service that appears to provide same behavior and data handling as the real service without actually performing the

processing.

D- A set of simple stubs used to provide positive acknowledgements tor all messages received

Answer: 
C

Question 7
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Which of the following is an example of how continuous testing facilitates continuous delivery?

Options: 
A- Automated testing conducted in the delivery environment helps validate that the delivery has been successful

B- Continuous testing is the process that delivers the code to the test environment

C- Automated testing removes the need to report defects so the code can move more quickly toward production

D- Continuous testing supports continuous delivery to production by constantly regression testing the software in the production



environment so problems are identified quickly

Answer: 
D
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